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In/e are guilty of many errors and many
faults but our lüorst crime is abandoníng the
children, neglecting the fountain of life.
Many thÍngs \iüe need can wait. The child
cannot. Right now is the time his bones are
being formed, his blood is being made and his
senses are being developed. To him i¿e cannot
ans\,{er ttTomorro\^Itt. His name is ttTodaytt.

Gabriel Mistral



ABSTRACT

This report is based on the premise Èhat most design
guidelÍnes for playscape/open space development do
not adequately address the developmental needs of
children. It identifies several aspects of the
physical envj-ronment that influence a childts
physical growth and acÈivity development. As
we11, it explores the child's percepÈion of
space, his sensory a\^/areness, his socialízation
patterns, and the significance of colour, visual,
audio, tactile, and olfactory perception in his
daily life. Design implications concerning each of
these factors are presented at the end of each
secÈion. The report culminates with suggestions
for appropriate design responses to each inplication
identi fied .
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I.I THE PROBTEM

A number of distinguished bodies in various

countries have recently turned their âttention to

the health and welfare of children in the urban

environment.. Based on the premise that children

do not cope wit.h their environment in Ëhe same

\¡/ay as adults, and therefore, must be considered

separately, a porÈion of current child research

is geared towards stimulating the young, in mj_nd,

body and creative ability in order to prevent the

ills that later require extensive remedies at

great societal cost. With respect to Èhe field

of landscape architecture, such research is a

positive step and most Canadian cíties have

adopted design guidelines and policies for play-

scape/open space development. The problem lies

in the fact that research into childrenrs

envj-ronments has not yet taken a significanË step

towards determining the design implications of such

open space requírements. Until designers understand

the developmental needs of children, and guidelines

and concurrent designs respond to such needs, \..re

cannot consider them to be successful.

According to many contemporary environmental

behaviourists such as Caplan (L973) and Piaget (L962),

play is the most important factor in a childrs

mental and physical maturation. The prímary

objective of open space systems for children,

therefore, should be to create an atmosphere that

facilitates and encourages p1ay. Environmental

stimulation becomes particularly important to t.he

physically or mentally dísabled child whose

acÈivity space, and experience, is lirnited.

Although many exisÈing playgrounds are being

adapted for dÍsabled children, experience tel1s us

that this cannot improve Ëhe situation. Todayrs

playgrounds are, for the most. part, poorly designed,

unstimulating environmerits which inhibit the

development of creative expression. User groups

studies repeatedly show that playgrounds are 1o\^/,
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if at all, on the lisr of childrenrs preferred

areas to play.

It we accept the theory that a child is a

product of his environment, we must begin to design

childrens' open space with their full potential

development ín mind. Assuming every child has

the right to gro\^r and <ievelop, to play, explore

and sociaLíze, every designed playscape musÊ

respond to those developmental requirements

conmon to all children in the communÍty.

1.2 INTENT OF THE PRACTICUf{

The intent of this practicum is ti¡ofo1d.

Fírst,

outdoo r

it is to identify those factors in the

physical environment which infl-uence

behaviour in early childhood and, second, to

of suchdetermine the design implicatíons

factors on the open space requírements of young

ch ild ren.

Figure 1 The games of children.....are their
most serious business.

Michel de Montaigne
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I.3 WHAT IS PIAY ?
Play is a medium for maturation, physical and

mental growth. Play ís a creative endeavour

involving the chíld as a person with all his

capacities. Play is pleasurable.l Play is an

agent for perceptual and motor exploration and

)
development.- "Play is learning the rules of the

game of adult survival. Play is learnÍng how to

communicate both verbally and by means of the

accepted gestures, tones and expressions which

serve us so well. Play ís an opportunity to

experiment, to improvise, to create, to go beyond

the f ringe. r'" "P1ay is the \¡/ay a child learns

tThat no one can teach him. "4 "Play is the business

of childhood. "5 And so the list conÈinues...

Though prominent early childhood education

theorists collectively agree that the importance

of play to a childrs total development must not

be underestimaEed, play is not easí1y defined.

We can, however, understand the lack of a concise

definition when we interpret play as a means to

some end rather than as an end ín itself. Play

is not definitive; it has no fixed parameters.

Play is, as Froebel states, the híghest expression

of human development in childhood. It is the

criËical activit.y whích prepares children for their

future, future being everything beyond the

immediate moment. Because of this, play is most

easily discussed in terms of it.s importance.

In recent years early childhood education

theorists have presented a variety of views on

play which create a solíd foundation for under-

standing its educatíonal value. Most of these

theses are extrapolations or variations on Jean

Piaget's comprehensÍve body of play theory. In

PiageÈ's words (L962),

the individual is const.antly striving
to find an equilibrium between
himself and his environment. Tvio
processes are involved in this adaptive
effort - assimilation and accommodation.
trrlhen meet.ing a ne\^i experience the
individual first accommodates to
the actual stimuli, takíng in the
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play is

Thís is

as Freud,

recipient

event through his senses.
The individual then assimilates
the event, basing his reaction
on the way the event makes him
fee1, his perceptíon of the
event. Equilibrium occurs when
the individual has aecommodated
an evenÈ and then assímilated ít,
producing a new mental structure
of scheme. Play is almost pure
assimilation and is a way of
practising that wþich one has met
and come to know. o

great importance Ís Piaget's belief that

essential to the evolution of intellígence.

IN cont.radiction to past theorists, such

who assumed Èhe child \^/as a passive

of ínformation from a trealt wor1d.

This is most often accomplished through imitation,

the recreation of an action someone else has

performed. In this way children can try

combinations of behaviour which might otherwise

be frou¡ned upon. According to Garvey, "imitation

itself is a gradually emerging achievement that

rests on both mental and physical development."T

Sara Srnilansky defines the most highly

developed form of imitation as tsociod.ramaÈÍcf. In

her work on dísadvantaged children (f968) Smilansky

identified sociodramatic play as a crit.ical factor

in bridging che gap between childhood and adult-

hood. It was also important ín establishing social

abílity and good peer relations. Smílansky

demonstrated that children r^rho live in 'deprived'

settings did not engage in high levels of socio-

dramatic or symbolic play. She also reported that

nonsymbolic playing children failed to 'play the

game' of formal schooling and acquire such basic

skills as reading in the elementary grades.

Smilanskyts theory is supported by Lieberman

5

In Piagetrs opinion the concept of adaptaÈion

is found in all organisms; manrs intelligence

is noÈ inherited, but is formed through hís

process of adaptation. Sirnply put, Piaget

identifies changes in behaviour that result from

experience as intellectual development or learning.

Similarly, Jerome Bruner (I916) descríbes play

as a neans of minimizing the consequences of oners

actions and of learning in a less risky situation.



(1965) and Hutt

Quest, 1976) who

structured environment

and Bhavnani (I972) (BarnetL,

have suggested that a tightly-

whích provides little

freedom and contaíns few sensory experiences

fosters retardation in development, both

physically and socÍally.

6
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2.I BASIC GROWTH
Froli aìl points of view, the child
is truly the father of Ëhe man.

Rene Dubos, Environments for Man

Early childhood is the start of a life long

process of altaining self a\¡rareness, self reliance,

autonomy and competence. Exploratory behaviour is

perhaps uhe single most importanE factor in

achieving these goals. As such it occupies a great

deal of the childt s attention and efforts.

Exploratory activity and search is motivated by

novel situations r¿here an attachment figure,

usually the mother, is present. Novel objects

also encourage exploration when placed in a

relatively familiar environmenE. As the child

gro\.^/s his exploration or play evolves from solirary

play, where children are Í-ndependant of others, t.o

.carallel play, associative play and cooperative

play. Play is, thus, a measure of personal and

:ocial development. According to Piaget, iL is

also a measure of intellectual and perceptual

Jevelopment.

In his theory on intellectual development

Piaget states t.hat development results from

environmental experience, especially from

continuous interaction between the child and

environmental forces. The child seeks increasingly

stimulatíng environments which he interprets

according to his experience and maturity.

Interpretation is a function of intellectual

development and naturally progresses with

experience. IL is believed that a child does

half his learning before four years of age, an

additional thirty percent before eíght years of

age and the remaining twenty percent during

elemenËary and secondary education.

The Piagetian theory divides the pre-school

and early school years into a comprehensive

theoretical framework which details intellectual

development from birth to adolescence. Piagetts

three major stages with various substages are

outlined on Table One. Table TVo compares Piagetr s

B
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two other

of cognitive development r¡ith those of

early childhood theorists, Brunner and

Smilansky.

As can be seen, the categories of cognitive

development compare favourably although Piaget

and Bruner do not view construction play as a

distinct stage. In Piaget?s view, construction

play goes beyond the intellectual period of age

trdo to seven and occupies a position somewhere

between play and r^¡ork. I^Ihile Brunerrs vier.¡ is

unclear, Smilansky describes construction play

as that short period of change from goalless

(functional) play to purposeful play which occurs

around twenty-tr^/o to t\,/enty-four months of age.

The three agree that symbolic play begins by

the end of the child's second year. Socializing

and the knowledge of how to relate to others

starts at birth and is recognized by a smile, cty,

laugh or hug. From about four months of age

exploratory activity ís motivated by novel

situations and toys. These, in turn, provide a

channel for interaction with adults and other

children. By age two the child is in a world

which does not satisfy his intellectual and

affective needs. Because he cannot accommodate

himself in trealityr, he ent.ers Ëhe world of

make-believe (symbolic play) .

Smilansky (1968) has identified the most

highly developed form of symbolic play as socio-

draur,atÍc play. Briefly, her six criteria for

vJell-developed sociod.ramatíc play are as

follows: 1) the child must undertake a make-

believe rolg 2) movements or verbal descriptions

verbalare subsËiËuted for real objects, 3)

descriptions are substituted for actíons and

situationsr 4) the activity must persist for at.

least ten minutesr 5) there must be at least two

players involved, and 6) verbal interaction must

Btake pl-ace.

The importance of symbolic play cannot be

overemphasízed for it encourages creativity and

intellectual growth and is Ínstrumental Ín the

9



Teble I Piagetrs Period's of Intellectual
Development

Approximce Age Range

Sensorlnotor perlod - six slages

Table 2 Categories of Cognitive Play

Exerclslng the ready@de sensorinoÈor
sche@Ea (eg. orieqÈatlon tosardg
Ilght, suckfng and grasping)

Pri4ary circular reaction (eg. repiÈiÈion
çho11y for the sake of pleasure.

MoÈor responses or Secondary
clrcular reacÈloDs (eg. acÈions ehich
affecc an objecr)

Coordi¡alior of secondary sheuta
(eg, appllcatlon of learned actÍons
co qew situatloûs)

Terriary clrcular reaccloqs
(eg. experltrent 1t order Èo produce
resul ts )

lnventlon of nev qeans through trental
coEblnatj-ons (eg. syobollc ald @ke-
believe play)

ConcreÈe operatlons period

PreoperaÈloml subpe!iod

Concrete operacfous subpertod

Fo@l operaÈloas perlod

Adapted from Frost and Klein
Children I s Play and Pla rounds

0 - 1 nonch

I - 4 oonEhs

ApproxlMte
Age Range

0-24 uonths

2-7 years

7 and up

Eruner
(19s7)

EnacElve Dode
(ch11d's under-
,standlng of obJecrs
corÌesponds to the
actlvities he per-
forBs slth th@.

Ionlc Bode (level
of percepcual
developEenÈ where
ch1ld'becones'
what he sees)

Syabollc node

GaEes wlÈh rules

Pla ge t
(1967 )

P¡actlce gaEes
( sensorlno to r
perfod; repetltlon
of acÈ1ons)

Synbollc gaues
( preoperat 1ona1
perfod ln whÍch
child cannot
separate accion
fron rhoughr)

GaEes wlth rules
(beginoÍng of true
cooperatlve play;
by age 11 chlldrs
thought as logical
as iÈ v1I1 be)

Sul Iansky
(1968)

Func cional
Play

Cors truc t Íon
Play

Syuboli c
Play

( incorporates
both functloosl
and consÈrucÈ1on
play and builds;

Sociodra@ t1c
play 1s aost
h1gh1y dev-
loped fom)

Gaues wiEh
rules

4 - 8 rcnchs

8 - 12 nonths

12 - 18 Eonrhs

18 - 24 oonrhs

2 - 7 years

7 - 11 years

o
o
ø

c

o

Ð
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Figure 2 l"lay I borrow a cup of dirt? I just
ran out.

acquisition of social skills. Symbolíc play is

especially important for escablishing a chÍld's

interaction with co-equals. Theorists collecti_vely

agree that it is largely through interaction with

peers that lifers most important att.itudes and

behaviours are shaped. Some criticism of the

I'lontessori nethod of pre-school education is based

on this belief.

Among Montessorirs key ídeas is her "belief

in the senses as the source of all intellectual

growth and her conviction that íntellectual

development is, therefore, directly dependant

upon the trainíng of the s.n"es."9 "Some

critics fear that excessive reliance on inter-

action i^ríth materials rather than with peers

may have a delet.erious effect on social

development.; thaE insistence on the prescribed

methods of doing things may stífle potential

creativity; that reliance on didactic materials

rather than on verbal interaction bet\,üeen chí1d

and teacher nay impede the development of

important verbal skÍlls; and that independence

of children may be tempered by Ëhe authorit.arianism
.10of the method.t'-" However, it is only fair to

poinË out that Èhe criticisms summarized here are

largely based on speculation. I'lontessori success

stories seem t.o be based on speculation, as wel1.

By the end of Ëheir third year children are

social individuals, preferring to play in small

groups of two or three than alone. They can cliuib

up and go dovrn small slides and are especíally inter-

ested in manipulative maËerials such as blocks, sand

and water 
11



Craph 1 lulaximal Duration of Play in Terms of Averages
for Each Age Group

Around the ages of four and five, children

engage in persistent investigatíon and furíous

activity. In fact, they are so full of energy

that upon release from set tasks they typically

exhibit a phenomenom known as rough and tumble

play. This Ís generally described as a spontaneous

outburst of vigorous activity and movement. During

rough and tumble play children segregate into

groups of one sex only; boys move towards the

periphery of the playlot while girls stay in a

more restricted area close to staff and playgrotrnd

equipment. A sex comparison of this age group

suggests that gír1s are attracEed to more sedentary

activities with toys or art materials, that they

tend to talk more and that they spend a great

deal of time with only one or t!üo partners.

and short,er soci-alBoys race more, have more
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and focus less of their play on material
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The Psychology of Preschool Children
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Figure 3

Preschoolers are socíal animals and prefer to
in small groups of two or three than a1one.

play

I^Jhile preschoolers spend most of their time

engaged in creative play which provides for social

encounters and physÍca1 challenge, school age

and

competitive games. Beginning at age six or

seven the peer group plays an íncreasingly

important role. The 'groupr evolves informally,

without rules, and consists of whomever shows

up. By the age of eight children associate

mainly wiËh same-sex peers and game rules are

being carefully established. By the age of ten,

the play group is highly structural and of such

importance that the preadolescent child hates to

play alone. These earLy school years span the

highest form of play development and are known

as the stage of tgames with rulest. During this

period children learn to control their behaviour

within limits. Their personal activity space

expands to include environments further and

further from home and fríendships cease being the

result of haphazard and random opportunities.

As children move into the ryouth'age group,

they want autonomy, but they also seek some

structure with adults as backup agents. Theirchildren are interested in organized sport

13



spatial needs are identícal to an adult's

because their physical size is the same and

they are irnitating the maturity of their
I2elders.

. :_-

Figure 4

The preadc¡lescent child engages
that are often more competitive

in games with rules
than cooperative.

:4-:'t'z-,
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Table 3 Hierarchy of Main Areas of Child
Development and Major Developnental Goals

oss-motor develo ment
1ar muscle
ocoüot

motor development fine muscle
manual dexterlt
balance

coordinatlon
e-foot coordlnatfon

PercePtua -DoEor at on

awareness of natural envlronmenE
tlon a cont.rol

oraÈ1on dlscover

directlon and orlentation
fuoa naElon, creatlvlty, problem solvlng
erc tlon

t
hurr,an
developnent fmltaÈion and role

thematlcal conce ts
aË1al ts

catlon and serlatlon
attent lon

coû¡municat ion
cooperat n soc

lma
conc
lnitiatlve

emot fona eve o t
lonal e lon and conÈro1

handlln environmenta ch

e eech hearin

envlronmental ¡oanipu.
exp

resenta

rm reco

aP80

f ine-rnotor developmenÈ

general coordlnatlon

percep Eual-mo Lor
coo rorna E'r-on

exploratlon and dlscovery

spaEial as/areness

imaglnatlon and creatlvlty
percepEual developuent

repre sentat 1on-so cfal

other cognitive developnenEs

role playlng

soc1a1 lnteraction-
commun lcat lon- cooperat lon

self-concepE

emoEional development

1 anguag e-s pee ch-hea r lng

ercE ive ualco

so c ial-pe rsonali ty-

development

Source: Moore, Cohen, Oertel,
Designing Environmen!s

Van Ryzin
for Handicapped Children
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DESIGN IMPTICATIONS
l^lith fe\,r exceptions, basic grolvth follows a

fixed pattern of developmental stages, each with

1ts own relevant list of design implications.

Because sections 2.I to 2.5 of this document

outline the desígn implications specific to

childrenrs disabilities, motor development and

colour, environmental, audio, visual, tactile

and olfactory perception, design iurplications

described here are limited to children's spatial

requirements.

The first stage of basic growth, identified

by theorists as a period of sensorímotor developmenË,

parallels the period of infancy lasting from

birch co approximately twenty-four months of age.

It is typically characÈerLzed by the child's

interaction with his environment, wholly for the

sake of personal pleasure. DurÍng thÍs stage

children require and actively maintain proxi_mity

with their tmother figuret. Consequently,

sensory stiuruli and environmental opportunities

must be linked ro the predominanÈ location of

mother. As the ability to hear is

accurate to a distance of only twenty feet in

both the síx monËh old child and the adult, the

concept of proximíty in the early stage may be

limited to this extent. However, by the end of

the second year, proximity will expand to include

the tknowledgef that mother ís close at hand.

The second stage of basic grov/th is the

period most 
.relevanE 

to overall social and

intellectual maturation. It can be described

as a period of assimilation and is characterized

by the development of such social skills as

sharing, verbalizatj_on and progressive peer

interaction. As exploratory experiences expand

and children become increasingly a\{are of others,

their dependeney on peers to provide stimulation

increases. Since peer cooperation is to be

encouraged, places and equipment appropriate í-n

L6



size and scale for two or more children, larger

groups and child-adult combinations must be

provided. Manipulative materials, activities

which promote risk taking and decision making

abilities and complex play structures are also

necessary for fu11 sociaLization development.

Figure 5

Play Structures which do not promote risk taking
and decision making abilÍties have minimal play value.

At the same time, quiet, out of the way Íntimate

niches must be available for children seeking

privacy and space for solitary play. The

environment should also accornmodate hard surface

games such as skipping, marbles, and hopscotch

and the use of 'adultt equipment such as bicycles

and roller skaÈes.

The third stage, games wÍth rules, encompasses

the period of middle chíldhood ro old age. Ir ís

characterized by highly-structured group play

which is often more competitive Lhan cooperative.

Environments for children \,rÍthin this age group

should provide opportunities for group interaction,

self-devised challenges and freedom from adults.

Tn order to meet the complexity of the child's

needs at this stage, it is imperative that his

envíronment provide some aspect for ínteraction.

The preadolescent child does not want to be a

casual observer.

T7



2.2 ENVIRONMENTAT PERCEPTION

My experience i-s what I agree to
attend to. Interest alone gives
accent and emphasis, light and
shade, background and foreground -
intelligible perspective, in a word
It varies in every creature, but
without it the consciousness of
every creature would be a grey
chaotic indis crimÍnateness,
impossible for us even to conceive.

William James,
The Principles of Psvcholoev

The major stumbling block to determining

lhe important factors in a child t s perception of

his environment is the lack of data. Although

research correlating play activíties with

envirorunental perceptíon is currently being under-

taken, limited resulËs are available at this time.

Further, data v¡hich is available is largely

untested and is occasionally based on research

with animals. However, the inmediate concern

to improve play environments in housing contexts,

parks and other open space suggests that todayts

designers and planners must acÈ upon that

information whích is available.

Most contemporary researchers support the

hypothesis that perception j_s a learned actj_vity,

an activity that ímproves with practice. It is

accepted, further, that interference with the

perceptual learning process results in perceptual

disability. One rheory by Zaporozhers (f960)

suggests that there are three fundamental

stages in normal perceptual development. Fírst,

in early infancy the eye roams haphazardly.

Later, the hand teaches the eye to focus on an

object and to trace its contours. Finally, the

eye independently orients itself and anticipates

Èhe function of the hand.13 It is the development

in the second and third stages of this theory

which ís crucial to full perceptual awareness.

Contemporary environmental behaviourísts

generally agree that the essence of perceptual

learning is Ín storing information so that

subjects may be recognized by recalling the

minimum amount. of informatíon necessary. As the

IB



ability to selectivetr-y recall is developed, the

ability to selectively obliterate ís also developed.

For example, when trying to identify a figure on a

crowded street an individual will block out

conflicting stimulus such as passersby and noise,

and concentrate on the most distinctive features

of the selected figure. With experience, a

familiar subject can be identified in a few

seconds whíle an unfamiliar subject must be

studied.

In some insÈances, the environment may

contain too much infonnatíon to be handled in

the perception process and the result is an

uncomfortable feeling of overstimulation.

Research implies that this is why u¡e feel more

comfortable with simple lines and organized

patterns than haphazard mixtures of colour

and geometry. Overstimulation often results

in an approach-approach conflict, a form

of stress which develops when a decision between

t\,/o or more equally appealling actívities cannot,

yet. must, be made.

In the.other extreme, barren, unstimulating

environments cause maladaptation of actention and

perceptual motivation. The sensory-deprived

indívidual is often timid and unable to cope

within a complex environment. He is described

as having stimulus hunger, surely a misnomer

as his hunger for stj-mulÍ is dirninished to non-

existant. His curiosity and sensory a\.r¡areness

does not develop and he does not learn to

discriminate critical from irrelevant aspects of

the environment.

In the past, sensory deprivatíon has been a

particular hazard to institutionally-raised

children, children who have been hospítaLized

for extensive periods of time and children of

neglectful parents. Numerous sources (for instance:

Solomon and Lessac, 1968; lkeLzak, Ig62)to ,.rdt""a"

t.hat early stimulus deprivation can result in the
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deterioration of capacities to attend selectively

to stimulation. Accord,i-ng to Dennís (1960)f 5

perceptual deprivation alone might be responsible

for intellectual manífestations of retardatíon.

Further, recent studies on

chíldrents drawings and explains why their art is

used as a measure of perceptual development.

For examples see figures 6 and 7

Figure 6 'The Playground t by Leah Craven, age l0

A second measure of a child's perceptual

development is his response to moving things.

At first the clouds, the stars, Ëhe sun and

moon, bicycles, and automobiles will have minds

of their own. Accordíng to Piaget, the process

t¡hich leads to understanding that only the animal

20
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suggest that

factories and mi11s)

sterileprolonged

unso ciable environments

explosure to

can lead to

and

mental stress

and ulËimately mental breakdown.

Assuming early sensory stimulus has taken

place and environmental perception is developing

in a healthy fashion, what does the chíld perceive?

First, it is natural for all human beings to

percei-ve the world with themselves as the cenËre.

the child does this from a very innocent point

of view. To the child Ëhe environment ís made

of components. He sees the tree, the rock, the

house, but not the yard. Eventually he will see

the yard but not the street and so forth.

This way of perceiving is clearly shown in
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world thinks independently can be divided into

four distinct age groups. It is sufficient,

however, to state that a number of currenE re-

searchers agree that by síx years of age, most

children believe Ëhat only bodies which move

of theÍr own accord are conscious. This belief

includes animals, the sun and moon, and the

slars. By the age of ten most children believe

the heavenly bodies are stationary but Eurn to

follow people; shortly thereafter, they discover

(through adult influence) the basics of science¿

As the child becomes more a\^/are of personalíty

in himself he negates the possibility of

personality Ín other things.

In an inÈensive two year study of childrents

percepLion of their environment, Roger Hart (L979)

determined that aesthetic values and environmental

quality v/ere not perceived by childr"rr.t6 Favourj-te

places were rivers, brooks and frog ponds, woods,

trees, sand piles, quarries, hiding and lookout

places and small patches of dirt. These were

chosen because of their versatile play

opportunities (opportunities clearly not

available in the Ëypical urban environmenÈ).17

Although numerous playgrounds did exist in the

community Hart studied, the single most popular

place to play was the ball field, presumably

because of its attraction to a wi"de range of age

groups and its distinction as a centre of child

act ivít y.

In the same study, Hart observed that a

strange envíronment \,üas often perceived as hostile

or distressing unless a familiar or endearing

object, such as mother, was present. He determined

that the presence of a familiar object has the

ability to change a strange environment into a

novel environment - one which elicits exploration

and topographic l"rrrring. l8 Thís Ëheory is

generally supported by both contemporary

environmental and behavioural researchers. It is
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understood that perception changes with fa-

miliaríly and memory.

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS
Environmental stimulation is directly re-

sponsible for the most full potential development

in children. It motivates exploratory behaviour

which, in turn, expands environmental experience

and perceptual avrareness, and increases the

capacity for cognitive development. Environ-

mental stimulation is typically characterized

by subject uncertainty, tonicity and movement,

spatial variety and visual, tactile, audio and

olfactory appeal. Thís implies that such

factors have an important place in childrenrs

environments. However, unless the child

is properly prepared, element.s of uncertainty

and diversity rnay be perceived as hostile

rather than as novel constituents. tr^Ihen

this happens, the imagination can give way

to discouragement, frustration and evencually.

vandalism.

The childr s environment should be designed to

maint.ain a level of environmental stimulation which

will nurture perceptual development. SÍnce the

leve1 of stirnulation must directly relate to the

índividualf s environmental experience, it night

be described as tpacedt. Orderliness and con-

sistency should necessarily balance with novelty,

complexity, and excitement at any given moment.

Ideally, very young children should have

activity areas adjacent to their private dwellings

so that proximity with parents and home can be

maintaíned. Courmunity playgrounds, however,

should still be expected to accormnodate preschooler's

needs along with those of older children. 11he

community play site should be divided inro

distinct areas of varying degrees of environmental

stimulation to gi-ve each child the opportunity

to participate on an individual 1evel. As well

each specific area should provide versatile play

opportunities for the anticipated user. I,Jhile the

private and new spaces within the playground are
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important for increasingly experienced children,

sight lines telegraphing their location should

be provided to prevent scary tunknor,ønst for the

less-experienced. A1l environments designed

specÍfically for chÍ1dren must meet certain

safety requirements. Swedish research indicates

that before the age of eleven or twelve, sight,

hearing, the ability Ëo differenriate ríght

from left and Èhe ability to perceive fast

or slow and near or far may not be fully

developed. Each year hundreds of accidents

involving children are blamed on poorly developed

environmental awareness. It is important to

realíze in the design stage that children cannot

percei-ve the need for caution or anticipate

danger until Èhey are well into their school

years.
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2.3 COLOUR PERCEPTION

Our response to colour is
impulsive and emotíonal and
\re are generally far more
affected by the colour of
an object than Uy-Ïts torm.

Michael E. Doyle,
Color Drawine

Whíle an abundance of inforrnation on the

perception of colour and colour preference is

available, much of the data is suspect due to

strong emotional overtones. Birren, for

instance, suggests that the indívidual who

dislikes red is frustrated and often distrarrght.l9

He also suggests that a preference for neutral

colours (black, white, Brey, brovm) is an

indicaÈion of mental distre"".20 The number of

researchers who support the idea that human

response to colour ís an indication of mental

health and perceptual development makes the

theory difficult to ignore.

Colour is, without a doubt, an j-mportant

factor in mants perception. I'le gain most of

our information about our envlronment visually

and, unlíke other animals, our vision is binocular

and in colour. According to Koffka (1931)and,Gibson (f9ó9)

an infantr-s f irst visual discrimination is,beÈween

colour and non-colour. He then discriminates

between warm and cold colours, and then \,üithin

warm and cold colours. Finally he perceives

the intermed,iate 
"o1o.rr". 
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Tuan suggests babies respond to colours by

three months and that as they grow older their

preference for warm colours, particularly yellow

22declines. -- This is supported by Birrenr s

colour preference tests where infants appeared

to prefer ye11ow, white, pink and red until

about two years of age. As they grew older Ehej-r

preference for yellow faded and they began to

prefer red and blue. i^lith maturíty, the inter-

national preference was for blue and green while

red, orange and yello\v r.^/ere least liked.

These results r¡/ere consistenË for male and

female, black and white, insane and stable
23test groups. hlhile other researchers

(Cheskin, Ert.el et. al .) al so support the theory

that children prefer primary colours, it must be

noted that mammals can be trained to prefer

certain colours. Therefore, by providing

children \,rith objects ín predominately primary

colours r^7e are influencÍng their colour

preference to some extent. However, since

children from a variety of cultures and financial

backgrounds indicated the same colour preferences

on Bírrents tests, external influences may well

be insignificant.

Investigators in Russia and Canada agree

that "the slimulation of one sense organ will

influence all other sense organs to a higher degree

of excitabíLity."24 It is commonplace that

musicians, poets and artists are highly sensitive

to colour. Ironically, Birren suggests that the

effect of colour is most pronounced in neurotics

and psychotics.25 He states that, while it is

normal to like any and all colours, undue

exuberance over colour may be a sign of illness.26

Colour theorists collectively agree that

the equilibriurn of the human organism is most

disturbed by red, least disturbed by blue, and,

that there is a corresponding gradient throughout

the spectrum. That is not to say that everyËime
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one sees red they r¿ill become excited. Hor,¡ever

competent experiments have shov¡n Èhat red tight

raises blood pressure and the rate of respiration

while blue light lowers blood pressure and the

rate of respiration. Ihe red end of the spectrum

produces eye strain and tension while the blue

end of the spectrum reduces eye strain and

tenslon. Loud noises and strong odors and tastes

tend to increase the eyer s sensitivity to green

and to d.ecrease the eyers sensítivity to red.27

Further, there is so much evidence that suggests

extro"verts prefer warm colours and introvert.s

cool colours Èhat Birren consíders it fr"t.2B

Although short lived, colour stimulation,

or lack of it, can be very íntense. In harmonious,

bright settings, spírits are generally lífted

and tension decreased. Highly illumínated,

predominately white areas tire the eye and

reduce the power of clear vision. Over stimulation,

such as created by the flashing colours and strobe

light effects in discotheques, heightens the

senses, increases blood pressure and speeds

the respíratory rate. In drastic contras!

is the solitary confinement cell, an abyss of

sensory deprivation in which the brain runs
?q

r¡tald.

Intermediate levels of deprívation may be

likened Ëo interrogation rooms, meant to break

the spirit while leaving the mind on the verge

of control.

Consideríng the capacity of colour to affect

human behaviour it is no r¿onder that in recent

years colour has become one of the most effective

treatments for diseases of the urind.

it plays a particuLarly important

film therapy. Developed by Rubin

(Birren,l97B) auratone, film therapy

sedative and mildy sad music with

coloured abstract Ímages. Through

role

and

For instance,

ín auratone

Katz'. in 1945;

the use of slow,IS

fílms of cool

the use of

auratone films, nany depressed patients have been

27.



able to ventilate their pent up tensions resulting

from conflíct and frustratÍorr".30 As we11, red

light has been used to Ëreat 1ow blood pressure

and dízziness. Blue light has been used in the

treatment of headaches, and yellow tight Ín the

treatment of a variety of psychiatríc illnesses.

DESIGN IMPTICATIONS
Research i-ndicates that children discriminate

predominately by colour until the age of seven

and that colour plays a significant role ín their

perceptual development. Consequently, it is

important to understand and effecti-vely use

existing theories of colour perception when

designing children' s environments.

Through the selective use of colour, a

childfs leve1 of stimulaËion and physical

activity can be anËicipated. Generally, objects

in bright primary colours and objects v/ith high

tonal contrast will elicit curiosity and exploratory

behaviour r¡hile objects in neutral colours and

objects r^rith 1o\,Ì tonal contrast will evoke

1itt1e response. This implies that environ-

ments specifícally designed for children are

particularly well-suited to high tonal contrast

and bright prirnary colours while environments

which are potentially dangerous to children

\,üarrant 1ow tonal contrast and neutral colours.

In líght of this, the colour schemes of Ítems

such as fire-engine-red garbage bins (typically

found behind fast food stores) and unpaÍ_nted

wood play struct.ures should be re-evaluated.

Environments for children who do not have

conventional responses to colour must be treated

individually rdrenever possible. Highly-stimulated

and hyperactive children are often disturbed

by the solace of blue monoËonal environmenËs

while subdued, depressed children have difficulty

operating vrithin bríght polychromatic environments.

Both groups are most comfortable ín surrounds of

mid-range colours with low tonal contrast. In
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comparison, strong tonal contrast is imperative

to the visually impaired childr s mobility. For

instance, the child who is unable to fully see

the step of a ladder nay still be able to negotiaËe

the climb if rungs are opaque against theír

background.

Finally, the use of colour should be

considered as a viable alternative to exisÈing

'writtenr signage. Since colour discrimination

is present at birth, colour is a practical

media for communicating wíth those who, for

one reason or another, cannot read. ThÍs

includes many of the mentally reËarded, t.he

partially sÍghted, the learning ímpaired, the

aged and the very young.
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2.4 V¡SUAI,,AUDIO, TACTILE AND
OTFACTORY PERCEPTION

Our enjoyment of the mere sensations
of different hues and their combinations
may be considerable, but it is meager
as compared with the expansion of
s eeing.

Inlalter Sargent,
quoted in Color Drawing

How important are visual, audio, tactile and

olfactory cues to development.? This is a difficult

question to ans\¡¡er since the typical infant does

not conrnunicate his perception and frequently

prefers to sleep rather than to participate in

psychological investigations. Only recently

(Haith, 7966; Fantz; L965; Eisenberg, L964;

Inlertheimer, 1961) have we dispelled Dr. Spock's

theory that newborns are both blind and deaf. The

evidence is that a newbornts perceptual equipment

differs in only relatively minor ways from an

adult's. AË birth the child is sensitive to

odours, varying íntensities of light, and a

wide range of sounds. IIe can also detecË the

location of sound and visually follow a slowly-

moving object. His capacity to taste or to feel

pain is limited to nonexístant. Very rapidly the

child develops coordination, the ability to

accommodate, depth perception, and the recognition

of spatial relationships. Apparently, by the

age of six months, the child perceives the world

in much the same \^ray as an adult. 0f course, he

does not have the experience or knowledge to

enable him to interpret his perceptions.

In The Urban Nest Anne-Marie Polloway

describes the human beingrs two most relevant

sensory receptors for our environmental concern

as the eyes and the ears. These, she states,

are mants Ëwo most important sources for receiving

and ínterpretíng spatial information. Additional

research suggests thaÈ audio cues may be most

import.ant and visual cues least important to mants

perceptual discríminat.ion developmenË. Yi Fu Tuan,

in his book Topophilia, suggests that man gains

most of his information about the environments

through his eyes although he is often more touched

by what he hears than by r¡hat he "".".3t For
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instance, the roll of thunder, the cry of a loon

and the roar of a waterfall have an auditory

appeal that cannot be matched visually. Despite

this, our preliminary sense of perception is

visual and our visual perception contínually

improves with experience.

Table 4 Visual Acuity of Children

Age (years) Mean Distance (crn)

passive behaviour in the sighted but no difference

in manipulaËive b.harriolrt.32 Understanding that

Èhe blind typically spend Íífty percent more

tíme alone than do the sighted, Schneekloth

attributed delays in the blind to lack of

experience. She felt that the lack of experience

could be easily reduced or eliminated through

frequent integrated play periods and more complex

structures. Schneekloth observed that the most

complex play in both the sighted and the blind

study groups took place on t.he most complex

equÍpment. However, at the same time, Segal and

Yahraes (L979) point out that the environment is

more than normally complex and prtzzLing to the

handicapped individual. They suggest that Èhe

increased difficulty of coping with a complex

environment can lead to vlhat is t.ermed environmental

stress. This may then work with genetic

inherÍtence to promoËe mental illness.

The effect of deafness on the development

of young children is evidently more critical.
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Source: Zaporozhets and Elkonin
The Psychology of Preschool Children

In 1982, Linda Schneekloth undertook a study

to determine the effect of blindness in the play

habits of young chÍldren. Her results support

the theory that blind and visually-impaired

children are entirely capable of the same activities

as able children. Schneekloth noted a delayed

motor effÍciency in the blind and more complex



It is an aceepted theory that language facilitates

concept learning and that verbal communication is

necessary for social and conceptual development.

The results of an experiment by Bruner and Kenney

(f966) strongly supporÈ Èheir contention that

language provides nore than a means for representing

reality or expressing thoughts - iL is the means

by which individuals are capable of analysis,

synthesis, abstraction and generalization. 33

Montessori and others have observed that deaf

children are often retarded four to five years at

t:ìê conclusion of their secondary education.34

Table 5 OlfacÈory Sensitivity of Preschool Chíldren

Number of Children Reaching
Errorless ldentification of Sme1l

Although a childrs sound localization is

established by the end of the fÍrst year, man's

auditory perception is generally noÈ well

developed. Unlike visual acuity, auditory acuity

does not cont.inually improve with experi.ence.

From birth a childrs hearing ability is comparable

to that of an adult.'s, it is very efficient to

a distance of tr¿enty feet. Tonal discrimination

peaks in man at about age fourteen. AË this time

the human being Ís most sensitive to a pitch

which is sirnílar to a child's cry.

Tactile a\^/areness ís a third sensory

receptor at manrs disposal. Results of several

anthropological and scientific sLudies suggest

that its continued development may be

evoluÈionary in nature. In a recent experiment

designed to deLermine the react.ion of Stumptail

monkeys to other anj_mals and novel objecËs,

Bertrand found that texture r^/as the stimulus

which elÍcited the greatest reactiorr.35 After

some months in isolation, each monkey ín the
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experimenÈ was frightened by the introduction of

bror¿n and pink furry stuffed bears of varying

sizes. These same monkeys, however, repeatedly

approached a smooth brorn¡n plastic bear. Texture

was perceived as a sensory stimuli and played

a role in elicitíng exploratory behaviour.

Anthropological research also suggests that

mants perfect proportion of finger to thumb has

been evolutionary in nature. i^Ihile this

proportion enables him to grasp, handle and

maneuver objects wit.h unmatched precision

among animals, its influence in perceptual

development is unclear.

From birth man has the capacity to locate

approximate position with his fourth sensory

receptor, his sense of smell.36 Although data

establishing the role of rhís sense in child-

hood development is unavaj-lable, its importance

cannot be ignored. Olfactory perception

intensifies visual images, sounds and other

sensory experiences. I,tre identify roses and

carnatíons by their f.ragrance and gasoline and

chlorine by their odour. The circus, the

theatre and the private home each have a distinct

and personal scent. By the very fact that smell

is a sensory experience, it must play a significant

role in a child's perceptual experience,

especially since childrents noses have a close

approximatíon to Èhe ground.

DESIGN IMPTICATIONS
In respect to visual, audio, tactile and

olfactory perceptÍon, development can be

categorized under two headings: children under

five and children over five. Both categories

must be considered separately in the design

process.

During the first five years of life, when

the ability to discriminate between objecÈs by

single, physical characËeristics is developing,

it is of great import.ance that childrenrs

environments accommodate their need to touch,
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hear, see and smell a wide varíety of environmental

stimuli. At this stage, learning to identify

and to discriminate betv/een objects in the environ-

ment is easiest if the child is given more than

one sensory cue. It is especially valuable if

children receíve visual i-nformation along with

a combination of all or any tactile, audio or

olfactory cues.

For instance, children are typically

attracted by the everyday sounds of traffic,

lawn mowers, and ocher children playing. I,fhen

fences or walls eliminate the visual cues normally

associated wiÈh these specífic sounds, díscrimi-nation

on an audio basis can stil1 Ëake place buÈ the

ability to correctly identify the object is

delayed.

Conversely, although visual cues may be

available, children cannot be expected to fully

understand the concepts of wet and dry or smooth

and rough unless they are given the opportunity

Èo explore the situation through Èouch. Children

under five are at.tracted by, and comprehend most.

easily, large bold shapes, bright colours, simple,

obvious textures and highly distinguishable sounds

and smells. Because theír ability to receive

and interpret sensory information is in a

rudimentary stage, subtle blends and advanced

shapes are not perceived and may even appear

monotenous.

By the age of six, stimulation levels are

closely relat,ed to a childfs ability to perceive

complexity in his envíronment. Because more

complex behaviour results from a more complex

environment and an individualfs ability to

perceive complexity increases with experience,

stimulation levels and perceptual ability are

ultirnately dependent upon experÍ-ence. Consequently,

it is critical that environments for young school

aged children do more t.han entertain. They must

provi-de a contingent for progressive involvement.

Children over five should be provided with

environments which encourage fine detail
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differentiation, sharpened acuíty and abstract

thought. Since the rate of perceptual development

slows considerably after the age of eight, it

is imperative that children encounÈer as many

sensory experiences as possible before that

time. The role of challenge and opportunity

cannoÈ be underestimated.

å
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2.5 MOTOR DEVETOPMENT

I'lrvemen! is the key to growth
and development, to sensory inputs
and motor outputs, to sensing,
knowing, and learníng. If
infornation or experience doesnr t
get into the muscle it doesnr t
get into the brain.

R.C. Orem,
Montessori and the Special Class

llotor development, cognitive/perceptual

development and social/personality development

comprise Êhe three main areas of concern in the

overall development of the child. Although

environmental experience of a1l kinds helps a

child organize space into a cognitive system of up,

down, left, right, front and back, research has

shown that muscular development, power, body

balance and fine motor skills are, for Ëhe most part,

genetically determirr.d.3T There is 1ittle evidence,

hor¡ever, that heredity controls t.he gross moËor

skills such as throwing, catchíng, jumpíng,

kícking or swinging.

Gross motor skills are developed in accordance

with perceptual abilities. Sensory a\¡rareness relíes,

in part, on the opportuniÈy to physÍcally explore

the enviror[nent; motor development relies, in part,

on the percepÈion of sensory stimulation. Like

rnost skills developed duríng childhood, perceptual-

motor abilities improve with experience and

pracÊ ice.

Investigators in the disciplines studying growth

and development. have recently recognLzed that body

dimensions influence a chj-ldr s developing motor

ability. Evidently, physiological makeup is

intrinsic to gross motor development. In his

report rPhysiological Pecularities of Childrenr,

Dr. Donald Paterson notes that while muscular

sÈrength is obviously less in the child than in

the adult it is also proportionately less relatj-ve

to the childts d.imensiorr".38 This means that a

chíldrs muscular strength, even when corrected

for body size, is not as well developed as an

adultrs. Paterson also states that a childts

ability to use oxygen is not as well developed as

expected for his size and, therefore, rest breaks
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are needed during intense or lengÈhy periods

of exercise.

Researeh suggests that children have only

a developing ability ro regulare their body

temperatures and to tolerate heat. "The child

has a larger surface area to body mass ratio

than the adult, and therefore, a greater heat

transfer Èo or froin the body".39 The result is

that, the younger the child, the great.er Èhe

surface area for heat loss (in proportion to

body mass) and, therefore, the greater the

cooling rate. It is not until the child reaches

the age of seven or eight that he has dev-

eloped enough stamÍna to cold temperatures to

ful1y enjoy recreational activÍties during a

Canadian \,Jinter.

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS
Gross motor development is encouraged by

environments which provide versatile opportunities

for moving the body through space. Because gross

Figure 9 Versatile opportunities for moving
the body through space
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molor development occurs in accordance Ì,iith

perceptual development, the child must be able

to perceive his body in relation to the

surrounding environment in order to achj-eve a

high level of motor success. This means that

he must aEtain an understanding of the location

size and weight of his body in space; he must

understand the concepts of up, doum, front,

back, over, under and through; and, he must

acquire temporal and spatial experience and

knowledge i-n order to make effective decisíons

and judgements. Complex equipment r¿hich balances

stimulation and challenge with the opportunity

for success is particularly valuable for

nurturing such awareness. However, i_t must be

remembered, that, gross motor abilities improve

with experience and open space for practicing

such skills as kícking, jumping, throwing,

catching and swingÍng ís also important.

Simple play equipmenr should be provided

for children under five as complex equipmenÈ

may place unreasonabl-e demands on their physiological

makeup. Similarly, extended outdoor activity in

the Canadian winter rnay be unreasonable for children

under seven unless their environment is modified

to create some climatic protection.

-:. 
-],i: 
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Figure 10 Complex equipment is valuable for
gross motor development
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2.6 COMMON DtSABtuTtES
Come look us over
Give us a chance,
Put us in clover
Not behind the fence.
We t re on the move no\,ü,
Theret s no fear or shame.
A 1itt1e bit slow at the gate, perhaps,
But still wetre in the game.

1974 Specíal Olympícs.
I^linnipeg, Manitoba.

In 1969 the Canadian Commission on Emotional

and Learning Disorders in Children published the

report "One Million Chíldren. " It showed that L5T.

of Canadian children between the ages of 1 and 19

suffered from dísorders of body, mind and intellect.

It also indicated that fewer disabled children

were being institutionalized; the majority remained

with their families in a community setting.

Hor+ever, a quick review of community playgrounds

suggests that the general environment may not be

well-suited to the needs of this disabled populati-on.

This hypothesis, combined with our understanding

that play is fundamental to physícal, cognitive,

social and emotional development, makes the

immediate need for integrated recreational

opportunities apparenÈ .

To begin the desígn of the integrated

play space it is ímperative to understand the

characteristics of potential users. According

to Statisties Canada (1977) it can be expecred

that the rnajority of handicapped children living

in the community will be physically disabled.

These children are commonly recognized by one or

more of the following ímpaírments: poor motor

and locomotor function, loss or limited use of

body parts, poor balance or poor co-ordination.

Of these, few will have disabilities which cannot

be minímized by the use of orthopedic appliances,

mobility aids, wheelchairs, walkers, crutches

or prostheses. Though assistive, these aids

contribute to restrictions physically disabled

children experienee in their daily life.

Briefly, some of the restricËions are as

follor¿s. For easy propulsion wheelchairs are

limited to hard, flat, non-interrupt.ed, non-skíd

surfaces. They require a minimum space r¡idth of
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3'-0" from which to turn into a space 2'-8" wide.

Wheelchairs limit their user t s reach and maneuver-

ability and inhibit independent function in some

design sit.uations. Simílarly, children wearíng

orthopedic appliances or using mobility aids

have increased dífficulty on soft ground, on

interrupted surfaces, on clirnbíng apparatus and

on slopes, stairs and ramps.

Clearly, the integrated play space must

accommodate the physically disabled childr s

orthopedic and mobi-lity aíds. It must also

attempt to minimize hazaxds which contribute

to apparatus malfunction. Major problems are

sand and \^rat.er, both excellent manipulative

components of child's play. Sand grinds into

wheelchair gears as well as unprotected prostheses

and orthopedic aids. Though the physical

apparaÈus can be cleaned and repaired, both sand

and \.{ater creaÈe skin and st.ump irritation and

discomfort and thus increased disability.

--.i

I ¡ -l

Figure 11 Sand and water are excellent manipulaEive
components of childrs play.

The most conmon childrs prosthesis

(according t.o J. l"larinic of the Rehabílítation

Centre for Chíldren, I{innipeg) is the battery

operated forearm with hand. The mechanical

system is well-protect.ed in two tskinst of

plastic and, wiÈh care, can survive all

environments a child normally encounlers.

The second most common prosthesis is a manually

operated forearm with hook and, the Èhírd, a

manually operat.ed lower leg and foot. Though

the manual systems are not as sensitive to

\'¡ater as the battery operated systems, the skin
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and stump enclosed by the prosthesis remaín ex-

tremely sensitive and the uncovered hook is

easily clogged r¿ith sand and dirt. Shoulder and

hip prostheses are less conmon and considerably

more restrictive. They are generally limited

to up\^iard molion directly in front of or aË 90o

to the body, and arm reach is never beyond the

10:00 or 2:00 position. Though all prostheses

are very difficult Èo climb with, and lower body

prostheses can be dÍfficult on slopes, stairs

and ramps, prostheses restrict a childrs

act-ivity very 1Ítt1e.

Orthopedic aids used to support or stablize

the body can severely restrict mobility, but aids

which create moderate (and often only temporary)

impaírmenÈ are most cormon. Again, difficulty

encountered when clÍmbÍng and traversing ramps,

accessible shady areas wíth benches, tables

and drinking water source should be available.

Though all children requíre solar protection

in varying amounts, those on medication tend

to be more susceptíble to sun stroke, heat

sickness and dehydration than others.

',/
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s;dbps and slopes. Because the weight of an

o,rf,hopedic appliance or proÈhesis can tire

...children quickly, rest is an important aspect

ffirul Isle
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Fígure 12

Easily accessible shady areas wi_th benches, tables and
a drinking water source should be available in childrents
play spaces.
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of the physically disabled childrs day. Easíly
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Other characEeristics

chíldren are less easily

conìmon to disabled

identified, though

children have one or

following characteristics

commonly considered

Antisocial behaviour is, perhaps, the mosc

easily recognized. It results from numerous

disabilities and is typified by one or a

combinatíon of the following: hitting, kicking,

biting, ye11ing, and pant-wetËing. It may also

appear as severe apathy, however, moderate apathy

is characteristic of a variety of disorders and

therefore quiËe coÍtmon. Antisocial behaviour

surfaces most often when a child is frustrated.

Mental ret.ardation, on the other hand, is

typically recognized by a child's inability Èo

focus on specific clues r¿ithin the environment.

The mentally retarded child opeartes at hís full

potential and is, therefore, seldom frustraÈed.

He, therefore, does not as a rule, display undue

antisocial behaviour. He tends to focus on a

broad class of stimuli and is more attentive

form and symmetry than colour and asymmetry.

The term blindness is generally used to

describe children who cannot detect a radius

frequent. In

a combination

although they

disabled. The

fact, many

of the

are not

number of chí1dren with tendancies

towards a non-physical disability surpasses the

total number of children with disabÍ1iÈies.

Stone and Church (1975) describe the sec.ond

most com¡non disability as antisocíal behaviour in

boys and mental retardation in girls. Best (1978)

describes Èhe second most comnorì. dísability as

mental retardation and speech defects in both boys

and girls, and SÈatistics Canada (L977 ) describes

the second most, common disabiliÈy as blindness and

poor vi-sual percepËion and the third most common

disability as deafness. EvidenÈly a rsecond most

comnÌonr disabí1ity cannot be defined although the

characteristics of all Ëhe afore mentioned can be

expected in children on a community playground.

to
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less than thirty degrees when holding a hand rail,

children who have difficulty with figure/ground

differentiatíon and left/right progression, and

children r¿hose angular visual field is twenty

degrees or less. It has been observed that

children wiÈh visual and audio impairments

often lack imagination and have considerable

difficulty amusing themselves. Further, blind

children frequently sho\^r a delayed motor

efficiency although Èhey are ultimately capable

of the same activities as sighted children.

According to Linda SchneekloÈh, blind chíldren

typically spent 66% of their time alone while

sighted chíldren spend, on average, only 132 of

their time alone. Delayed motor efficiency

in the b1índ may, therefore, be attributed

to lack of experi.rr"".41 Similarly, the deaf

child is frequently retarded four to fj-ve

years at the conclusion of his secondary

education. Montessori suggests that such

environmental reÈardation is due to early

intellectual depri.r"tíorr.42 It is ironic that

children with severe audío impalrments are

dlscomforted by loud and sharp sounds. They are

also partícularly susceptible to visual problems

later in life. Similarly, children with severe

visual impairments are unusually sensitive to

bright light and glare.

Drooling, stuttering, noisy breathing,

articulatory problems and poor volume control

is typical of children wíth speech disability.

I^lhíle these characteristics are not of an anti-

social nature, children r,¡ith speech difficulty

seem Ëo show aggresive behaviour more often than

other children. This is believed to be caused

by their extreme frustration when communication

circuits break dor,rn.

The percepÈually disabled child suffers from

an inability to operâte in group situations and

has trouble dj-scrimínating between play objects
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and the surrounding environment. He is typically

apathetic, tirnid and uncomfortable within a

complex environment.

Although not common, some other characte-

ristics displayed by children with disabÍlities

are self-abuse, body-rocking, quick fatigue,

extreme sensitivity to pain and temperature,

índifference to pain and !emperature, obesity,

extreme withdrawal and a reduced sense of

reality.
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Table 6 Categories of Handicaps and Their Consequences

category Specific l{andicaps SocÍal and Personal Consequences

Physical

Conrmunication

Development
and learning

Mental retardation
Behavior disorders
SpecÍfie learning
disabilities

Joe Frost and Barry Klein
Childrents Play and Playgrounds

Crippled
Birth defect.s
BlÍnd and partially
sighted
Neurolo gical disorders

Cerebral palsy

Eplilepsy

Ilealth inpaÍred

Speech
Deaf and hard of
hearing

Language disorders
of chlldhood
Severe language delay
Multíhandicapped

The child has problems with:
Mobility
Experiencing the world
through all of his senses
Mastering his physical and
þrrm¡n environments
People who are too helpful
or too denandÍng
People who do not understand
his difflculties in gaining
mastery of over his r¿orld
Isolatlon
Dlninished energy

The child has proble¡ns with:
Learning or using verbal symbols
to think and comunicate
about hls world
IsolaËion
Dealing with academic learni.ng
rvhlch requires the use of
verbal syubols

Ihe child has problems with:
Reduced lnterest in the world
Difficulty in relating
positively to children and/or
adults
Developing internal controls
Failure to live up Èo
expectations
Rejecrion and isolation

Source:
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DESIGN IMPTICATIONS
Integration means respecting all individuals t

freedom and equality by províding for all, the

opportunities and conditions of everyday life

which are as close as Possible to Lhe norms

and patterns of the mainstream of society.

It is not intended to be the wholesale elimination

of speciaJ:-zeð. services for children with

exceptional needs. However, it is essentÍal

that the neans for achievíng integratíon be

normative.

For j-nstance, although the typical

communíty has fewer disabled children than

able children, dísabled children often have

disproportionate amounts of free time and are,

therefore, potentially, the most frequent

users of coumunity play space. This implies

that special provisions should be made to

creaÈe a climate in which the able and

disabled child are 'equa1'. The disabled

child or, more conmonly, the child with

characteristics of disabilíty, should have the

opportunity to establish or maíntain a personal

interaction wíth the environment in the sarne

!,¡ay as an able child. Solutions of adapted

facilities rrhich create rdisabledt and tnormall

patterns of use are ill-conceived.

The community playground should provide

a varieEy of possibilities for every child'

regardless of ability or experience to achieve

somethíng in a pleasurable aËmosphere. The

success of rhe environment is dependent upon iEs

ability to open doors to participatíon and growth.

In order to nurture the childrs intellectural,

social and motor development, a full range of

supporËive resources may be necessary.

Paced levels of interaction and challenge

so that children can make decisions before taking

the next step, continuous circulation whieh directs

the flow of play from one activity to the next'

and the selective use of sensory stimuli and all
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modes of comnunication are important. factors in

enriching childrents experience and increasing

their opportunity for cognitive and physical

learning. Circulation routes of hard, un-

interrupted surfaces, are ímportant for accom-

modating orthopedic aids, wheelchairs, tricycles,

and both the dovmwardly and ful1y mobile.

Strong tonal contrast and edge dífferentiation

are equally irnportant to the blind. I.rlhile

all children benefit from shade devices and rest

areas with sources of drinking !üater, such

facEors are especially valuable for children

on medication and with protheses. Redundancy,

repetition and reoccurrence of spatial tyPes

may be helpful to exceptional children.

Ultimately,

tunities for

self esteem

the play
Figure 13 Paced Alternatives

SUCCESS

space should offer oppor-

and evoke confidence and

in a comfortable, safe and stímulating

set ting.

a

ü
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

All applied research is stimulation.
Corwin Bennett,
Spaces for People

It Ís evident that designers must re-direct

their efforts to create environments whích are

conducive to the healthy development of young

children. Environments that deny Èhe child,

that offer no chance of involvement, partícipation

or mani-pulation, that are devoid of choice,

complexity and interaction are of little value.

¡lhile children may not respond to environment.al

or aesthetic quality, it is believed that colour,

spatial variety, vision, sound, touch and smell

influence behaviour in early childhood. Further-

üore, there is evidence that a large portion of

perceptual ability is achieved gradually rhrough

experience and that such abilÍty improves with

practíce.

The process of sensory training can be

sponlaneous and unorganized r¿ith relatively

unproductive results. However, if one succeeds

in organizing sensory training according to the

theories of childhood development, the effectiveness

of this training may be substantially increased.

By balancing the proper amount of environmental

stimulation with each stage of childhood de-

velopmenË, a child's full potential may be

reached.

Following are the specifíc desígn implications

and appropriate design responses for each environ-

mental factor discussed in this report.
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ENVIRONMENTAL FACTOR

Spatial Variety

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS

From age 0 to 24 months children
require and actively maintain
visual and acoustical proximity
with a mother figure. During this
period children usually play alone.

From age 2 years Èo 7 years children
develop social skills such as
sharing, verbaLízation and peer
interaction. During this period
children prefer to play in groups
and are often quit.e noisy.

From age 7 years to old age,
group play dominates. It is
usually more competitve Èhan
cooperative. Preadolescent
children are the same size as
adults and imitate Ëheir elders.

DESIGN RESPONSE

Play area must be directly associated
(visually and acoustically) with mother
figure, It should be scaled to
comforÈably acconrnodate a child playing
alone.

Play areas for preschoolers should
encourage and facilitate the safe,
sponËaneous, exploraËíon of the near
environment..

Play areas and equipment should be
appropriate ín size for C\^ro or more
children. They should be located in
easily accessible places so that
children can use Ëhem unaccompanied
by an adult. They should not be
locaÈed in the proximity of childless
households.

Provisions for preschool and school
aged chíldren should be consídered
separately but should not be segregated.

Manipulative materials and iterns which
demand self initiated activity and
encourage cooperative interaction are
recormended.

A variety of spaces should be easily
accessible from ot.her acËivity areas
for free, spontaneous and solitary play.

Spatial needs for preadolescent
children are identical to the spatial
needs of adults.
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ENVIRONMENTAL FACTOR DESIGN IMPLICATIONS

Explorat.ory activity and search
is motivated by novel situations
where an atËachment figure, usually
the mother, is present. As well,
novel objects encourage exploration
when placed in a relatívely familiar
environment. In an unfamíliar
envíronment., or when an attachment
figure is not present, elemenËs
of uncert.ainty and diversity may be
perceived as hostile rather than
as novel constituents.

Before Ëhe age of ll or L2 years,
children cannot perceive the need
for caution or anticipate danger.
Inlhere streets are childrents
only play areas there are likely
to be more accidents.

OversËimulaÈion in the environment
reduces the childfs capacity Èo
concenÈraÈe, to focus, and to make
decisions. Barren, unstimulating
environments also cause maladaptat.ion
of attention.

DESIGN RESPONSE

Preadolescent children should be
able to interact \"/ith their
environment, have some freedom from
adults, and have the opportunity
to create and self-devise challenges.

There should be enough grass area in
Ëhe play space for children co play
team sports. Likewíse, there should
be enough hard surface area to ride
bicycles, bounce balls and play
hopscotch.

The chíld's environment should provide
the opportunity for children to interact
and operate comfortably, in accordance
to their past environmenÈal experience.
Paced levels of stimulation are
recommended.

Orderliness and consisÈency must be
balanced with the need for novelty,
complexity and excitement.

Childrenr s play environments should
be clearly designated.

Play areas should be adequately
enclosed to prevenË children from
carelessly running out and onto
the street.

Overstimulation should be avoided at
decision points.
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ENVIRONMENTAL FACTOR

Colour Perception

DESIGN I}æLICATIONS

An infant I s first. visual dis-
crimination is between colour
and non colour. Children dis-
criminate predominately by colour
until the age of 7 years.

Infants appear to prefer yellow,
white, pink and red until 2 years
of age. Preschoolers and young
school aged children show a strong
preference for bright prirnary
colours, especially red and blue.
I,Iith maturity, the international
colour preference is for blue and
green.

Bright prirnary colours and high
tonal contrast eliciÈ exploratory
behaviour. Neutral colours and
low tonal contrast seem to evoke
little response.

DESIGN RESPONSE

The play environment should be
designed to sÈimulate and advance
childrenrs skills but not put
unreasonable demands on their
abilities.

Variety in height and composition of
the playground landscape should be
encouraged. At the same time, sequence
and scheduling of activities should
be clear.

As far as possible, elements with set
functíons and meanings should be minimized
and controlled ambiguity should be
maximized.

Colour perception is present at birth
and is, therefore, a practical media
for comnunicating with all persons
who cannot read.

Environments for chíldren may be
separated int.o areas for specific
age groups through t.he use of colour.

Environments specifically designed for
children are well-suited to bright primary
colours and high tonal contrast. Environ-
ments which are potentially dangerous to
children \^rarrant low Èonal contrast and
neutral colours.
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ENVIRONMENTAL FACTOR

Visual Perception

DESIGN IMPL]CATIONS

High tonal contrast provides vísual
cues for the partially sighted
and children with vj-sual perception
problems. Hor¿ever, highly stimulated
and hyperactive children, and subdued
and depressed children are leasË
comfortable in surrounds of high
tonal contrast.

A child's preliminary sense of
perception is visual and visual
perception conËinually improves
w1th experíence.

During the first 5 years of life
the abilíty to discríminate between
objects by single, physical
characteristics develops. Such
learning is easiest when the child
receíves a visual cue along with
one or more audio, tactile, or
olfactory cues.

DESIGN RESPONSE

Environments for children who
do not have conventional resPonses
to colour must be treated
individually whenever possible.

Due to lack of experienee, subtle
blends and advanced shapes are not
easily discerned by children under
5 years of age. They may even be
perceived as monotonous.t Sirnple
bold shapes with strong contrasts are
therefore recorunended.

It is especially important that
children be able to see, hear, touch
and smell a wide variety of stimuli
during their first five years.

There should be a planned amount of
redundancy, repetition and reoccurrence
of sensory stirnulí to help the young
child learn basic discrirnination
between objects.

After the age of. 6 years the child
requires a more complex environment
to retain hís interest. The mosÈ
complex behaviour results in the mosË
complex environment.
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ENVIRONMENTAI FACTOR

Audio Perception

Tactile Awareness

0lfactory Perception

Motor Development

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS

From birth a childrs hearing
ability is comparable to that
of an adultrs. It is very
efficient to a distance of
Ë\'¡enty f eet .

While audio interpretation
must naturally be learned,
auditory acuity does not
continually improve *ittt-
experience.

Texture is an ímportant factor
in learning to discriminate
between objects. IÈ also
contributes to an objectrs
stimulation value.

Olf actory perception intensi-f ies
visual images, sounds, and
other sensory experiences.

Fine motor skills are, far the
most part, genetically determíned.
Gross motor skills are developed
in accordance with perceptual
abilíties and continually improve
with experience.

DESTGN RESPONSE

During their first tr^To years of life,
children require environmental
opportunítíes .withín 20 feet of theír
mother figure.

Children under 5 years of age
comprehend highly distinguishable
sounds most easily. Varied audio
stimuli are most important to a
child duríng his first 5 years of
life when object discrimination is
developing.

Siurple, obvious, textures are helpful
in the development of discrinination
in children under 5 while intricate
textures are stimulating to children
over 5.

Children under 5 are aËËracted to,
and comprehend most easily, highly
distínguishable sme1ls. As the child
matures, subtle olfactory cues
cont.ribute to the environment t s
sensory appeal.

The childts environment should provide
versat.ile opportunities for spatial
experiences such as crawlj.ng through
spaces, climbing up Èhrough different
shapes, looking up into and down from
spaces, and so on.
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ENVIRONMENTAL FACTOR DESIGN IMPLICATIONS

Motor development relies, in part,
on the perception of sensory stím-
ulation.

Physiological makeup of children
under 5 years of age does not.
enable them Ëo successfully ínter-
act on very complex equipment or
erithin the unprotected Canadian
winter environment.

The most complex behaviour is
elicited by the most complex
equipmenË.

DESIGN RESPONSE

Some activit.ies should promote risk
taking and decision makíng activities.
However, alternatíves should be
offered so that children can make
decisions before Ëaking the next step.
The choice of options should be
presented immediately at Èhe end of
each activity or cycle of activities.

fixed equÍpment allows only one-way
action and thus limits childrenrs
acÈivities within a more or less
rigid framework. All play environments
should have secÈions with manipulative
materials that children can move and
acf upon.

Simple equipment should be provided
for children under 5.

Play areas for preschoolers should
be sheltered and face the most
comfortable orientation.

The play environment should offer
opportunities for success and evoke
confidence and self esteem.

Children over 5 should be provided
wiËh more complex and challenging
equipmenË than preschoolers.

The play environment should provide
for sinilar actívities to occur at
different rates (for different age
groups) wíthout ínterfering with each
other.
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ENVI RONI'IENTAL FACTOR

Common Disabilities

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS

Design for disabled children
is not conceptually different
Èhan design for able children.
All children have a great need
to esËablish peer relations, to
create a positive self irnage
and Ëo gain self confidence.

To do this children must be able
to establísh goals which are
achievable; goals which have an
element of guaranteed success.
Repeated failure leads to
frusÈratíon and gives rise to
anti--social behaviour.

DESIGN RESPONSE

For each type of activity
there should be several levels of
accomplishments, ê.8. clitnbing a

ladder, climbing a cargo net, climbing
a rope.

Activity areas should provide
opportuniËies for repetition,
Írnitation, and problem solving as these
promote learning and help children find
order and meaning in the environmen!.

Adequate environmental cues should be
provided for children to understand
where to go, how to use equipment,
and how to understand the environment
in general.

Equiprnent should encourage mutual
involvement by able bodied and disabled
children.

Although in conflict with the overall
need for obtaining challenge, the
following requirements represent the
real needs of a child temporarily
backsliding or caught in a cycle of
frus tration:
a) Undemanding equipmenÈ must be provided
as a relief from Ëoo great a challenge.
b) Some activities and equipment should
provide easily attainable success,
tequiring liËt1e skill or effort.
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ENVIRONMENTAL FACTOR DESIGN IMPLICATIONS

The inajority of handicapped
children in the cormnunity
playground will have physical
disabilities whÍch are
minimized by the use of orÈh-
opedic appliances, nobility
aids, wheelchairs, crutches,
walkers or prostheses.

The exÈra weíght of an orthopedic
appliance or prostheses can be
very tiring to the handicapped
child. As well, certain
disabilities and medications
cause some children to become
particularly susceptible to
sun stroke, heat sickness and
dehydration.

DESIGN RESPONSE

Major circulation routes should
provide full access to the downwardly
mobile. Playscapes should be
accessible by an hard surface,
safe route, other than a roadway.

Access r¡ithin the playground should
include a system of hard, flat, non-
interrupted, non-skid surfaced paths

Lrhere possible activity areas should be
elevated to accommodate children in
wheelchairs.

Steps on all equipment must be wide
enough to accomodate children with
limited muscle control, children in
braces and chíldren who are obsese. Steps
/\-5rt to 3''-0" wíde are reconmended.

The angle of steps on equipment should
be 45 degrees or less to accommodate
children rniith balance problems and
children r¡ith lirnited use of their
legs. Steps should be spaced no more
Èhan 6" apart.

Rest spot.s with shade, drinking \^¡ater,
and benches should be provided on the
play site. Water controls should be
those requiring very little pressure to
operate and benches should have back
and arm rests.
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APPENDIX A: AUTONOMOUS PIAY OPPORTUNITIES
An International Year of Disabled Persons Project designed by B. Mehner-Windjack for Èhe St. James-

Assiniboia Parks and Recreation Department, City of l{ínnipeg.

DESIGN SCENARIO

Children enter the playground through a

brightly coloured train station and follow

the Èrack to a variety of play areas. The

track is continuous and encourages play to flow

from one activity to the next. This enriches

the childts experience and increases the

opportunity for cognitÍve and physÍcal learning.

The 4r-0" track is made of brushed

concrete with inset railway ties. It

acconmodates wheel chairs, bicycles, braces,

crutches and canes as well as persons r¿ho are

arthritics, amputees, spastics or fully

ambulatory. Texture changes denot.e inter-

sections in a tactle and visual form. Rails

define track edges and a train whistle audi_o

cue drav¡s attention to the track-street

sidewalk intersection. Paths have no slope

and ramps do noÈ exceed a slope of 6 percent

(a rise of one foot over a distance of seventeen

feet). All ramps and raised platforms have

handrails at tl,/o heights to aid the mobitity

impaired and add a measure of safety. Ramps

along retaining v¡alls have curbs to contain

wheelchairs and persons with visual difficulties.

The playground is a protected síte where

hills, trees, sno\¡/, r..rater, sand and other natural

features can be safely enjoyed. In its site

layout the design has equal amounËs of foresced

and open space. This encourages children t.o

observe and experience nature fírsthand. As

Èhey play Ëhey learn. The ropes and fort

activity areas are enclosed by trees while other

play areas selectively use trees for shade and
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and aesthetic value. Open space activity areas

are divided by surface treatment (natural and

constructed) and grade changes. Grassy areas

can be used by pre-schoolers, wheelchaír users

who are not confined to their chair, adolescents

and parents or supervi-sors who just !üant to sít.

and engage in quiet conversation, read a book

or play with younger children. Children can

climb, run or roll down small grassed hi1ls

or they can sit on top of the hi1ls and "r¿atch

the world go by". The hills elevate chíldren

beyond the level of the surrounding fence.

In two separate spaces ta11 native grasses

have been planted. One section is ideal for

individualistic and quiet reLrear play while

the other encircles a swing tree and is suitable

for more active social p1ay. The swing tree

holds four swings, each composed of a large

tire on top of a smaller Eire and horizontally

suspended. This type of swing provides play

opportunities for all children and is especially

helpful for children who require trunk support.

Two types of sand play occur in the play-

ground. The sand river begins at the splash

pad, flows under the track and inËo the sand

lake. A hand pump whích can be worked from

outside the splash pad and a platform for sitting

on make the splash pad an individual play area

within a circuit. The \,raÈer trough along the

river is filled from the hand pump in the pad

and a similar trough around the lake is filled

from a tap in that activity area. l,Iater is

necessary for those children who dehydrate easily

due Èo medications they are taking and provides

the moisture necessary for creative sand play.

A brightly coloured tent canopy provides shade

on the hottest summer days. This is essential

for children whose medicatíon reduces their

tolerance to the sun. The sand lake is raised

and indented so that children i-n wheelchairs can
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enjoy sand play while sítting in their chairs.

A chair/bicycle parking 1ot is provided for rhose

children who wish to clamber over inflatables to

the lake. The variation in size, color (red

being especially aÈtractive to children, or

semi-transparent, which is said to give a sense

of security), and shape of the inflatables

encourages social play. Close proxímÍty Èo

the lake does, however, make quiet play on the

inflatables equally suitable.

The inflatables are sited so that children

can lay on them and play in the s.and or climb,

balance, bounce and explore spatial relationships

without hurÈing themselves. Those less active

can investigate at leisure the tactile values

of these objects. Ihe inflatables also serve

as a landing pad for children playíng on the

cable ride.

From the sand lake the turf climbs to a

gentle hill fíve feet high. At its summit the

hill becomes a paved deck from which the cable

ride beings. The cave below the deck can be

entered dovrn a fireman's pole or at grade.

Ventilatio,n and natural lighting through a

series of openings enhance the cavets interior

character, making it a warm, private place. The

cave has a brushed concrete floor to ensure

accessability by all.

An amorphous tunnel connects the main

circulation track with a vehicular track and also

serves as an entrance to the fort play area. Here

the need for nonambiguous expression when trying

to reach into the remote world of the mentally

disabled ís specifícally addressed r,¡ith an

"I like you" inscription on the tunnel exterior.

The contrast of the tunnelfs cold, rough, exposed

concrete and the fortrs r^rood structures encourages

children to become a\^rare of their surroundings.

The most intensively designed area in terms

of activity and structure is the fort. For some,

play here will be a free spontaneous activity

but others may require assistance. Access is
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provided in tr¡o forms. A vehicular track

creates physical equality between able and

disabled children by provídi-ng transportation

without therapeutic aid. The cars may be

pedalled by foot or propelled by hand via an

overhead line. Switch back tracks are used

to create transfer areas where children can

get in and out of cars safely. A second

track ínto the fort follor,/s a retaining

iqa11 which defines the fort lnteríor. The

other side becomes a gentle hill used for

rolling, sledding and gang slides. The gang

slides become part of a círcuit which moves

around and through the fort play area. This

circuit is broadly defined by a sand moat,

and includes crossing the fortts gate, the

rubble pile, the landing pad and the fort

platforms. A second play circuit exists within

the fort proper. In ít, the slide emptíes onto

the landing pad which is connected to the

slide platform by way of a carpeted ramp.

The ramp rnay be walked, crawled or bumped up

to the platform where children choose a path.

One option is to follow a shallow slide to the

rnain slide - this eliminat.es any need to stand,

walk or crawl. The second option is t.o take

the level platform to the main slide, to the

track along Èhe retaining wall or to other

platforms.

The ropes course provides challenge directly

related to skill. It is comprised of stepping

sËones and logs, tarzaî swings, rope walks,

and fixed and mobile balance beams at various

heíghts. Play on the ropes course is especially

suited to gross motor muscle development. Although

there are no rules for using the individual

components, movement on and between them requires

upper body strength, balance and coordination.

The circuit is designed so that it can be completed

entirely above grade. A pea gravel base was

selected specifically for its non-compacting

characteristics. This provides maximum absorption
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for falls and reduces ponding in r¿et seasons.

Because pea gravel does not adhere to the

soles of shoes it decreases the risk of

slipping on the course component.s.

An all weaÈher (heavy dury bonded vinyl)

mattress built into the street side berm

provides a terraced play surface for young and

severely disabled children. I^Iith the mattress

children can balance, sit, crawl and explore

space without hurting themselves. The mattress

Ís essentially flat with just a hint of slope

for run-off. It is neutral in shade in order

that objects placed on it may be easily seen

by children with visual disturbances.

Because the playground is designed for

a residential setting, special consideration

has been made for neighbourhood interaction.

A picnic site somplete with picnic table

(one without. a bench seat for use by persons

in wheelchaírs) , r^rater fountain and tap is

provided on a brushed concrete pad near Èhe

street face. This not only allo\4rs groups

to extend their day of play over a meal

hour, but promotes communit.y involvement.

The fíre pit is designed as a barbecue

r¿iËh two gri11s on one side and as a campfire

on the other. Small boulders provide inforr:,al

seating for social gatheríngs. The space is

also intended for use as a play area. Games

such as four square, hopscotch and marbles

requíre the hard surface. The surrounding

fence has potential for bouncing balls,

pítching boards and basketbatl hoops.
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APPENDIX B : DIMENSIONS FOR PEOPLE OUTDOORS
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